Abstract-Recently robotic technology has been advanced rapidly. There are many robotic applications in manufacturing environments to replace human workers. However, there are many unsolved problems in robotic automation. One issue is how to teach a robot without sacrificing the safety issues; the second one is how to make a robot adapt to the changes and uncertainties in a robotic manufacturing process. To face these challenges, the concept of "adult" robot and "child" robot is presented. Role characteristics and task division are identified and analyzed in this paper. These concepts are applied in a force guided assembly task. The proposed solution involves robot navigation, mobile manipulation, robot learning and force controlled intelligent assembly. An "adult" robot with advanced sensing and decision-making capabilities will teach a "child" robot how to perform a task. The force controlled intelligent assembly strategy will enable a "child" robot to successfully perform assembly tasks with changes and uncertainties. Experimental platforms have been developed and some preliminary results demonstrate that the proposed method is very promising. The proposed methods will enable industrial robots to be more intelligent.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic technologies have been successfully applied in manufacturing to replace manual work for decades. Historically, the manufacturing processes involving robotics technology have been driven by the need to automate specific and repetitive tasks, such as material handling, welding, painting, and machining, in high volume manufacturing environments. However conventional industrial robots have high repeatability but are lack of adaptivity. In the manufacturing processes, the environment is continuously changing and parts/components to be processed could come from different batches and sometimes different suppliers. All of these variations will generate errors and these errors will cause difficulties for conventional industrial robots to perform many manufacturing processes, for example, valve body assembly as shown in Figure 1 .
The valve body assembly process is quite complex. The diameter of the hole on the valve bosy is about 50 mm and that of the valve is about 49.92 mm. This means the clearance of the assembly is about 0.04 mm. Moreover the valve must be aligned with the hole. It is very difficult for traditional industrial robot to accomplish this kind of assembly because the valve could be stuck which will cause State University, USA, hc15@txstate.edu assembly failure. To perform this kind of assembly using industrial robot, several assembly parameters must be tuned carefully including search speed, search radius and insertion force. If these assembly parameters are not tuned properly, the assembly success rate will be quite low, which is not desirable for industrial assembly. Normally, the performance of the robotic assembly is measured by the mean and standard deviation of the assembly cycle time and First Time Through (FTT) rate [1] . Because of the errors in the torque converter assembly process, the performance indexes will decay [1] . The FTT rate of the assembly process can be reduced from 98% to about 60%. This will decrease the manufacturing efficiency and greatly increase the manufacturing cost. Recent advancements in sensing, information and control technologies have created an entire new class of robot behaviors and applications, providing robots with adaptability, precision and reliability far beyond the skills of human workers. The robots with enhanced capability can be readily incorporated into the next generation manufacturing systems to adapt to the environmental change. However, adding sensing system to the robotics system will increase the system cost and cause related issues, such as maintenance and repair. If the sensing system fails, the manufacturing station will stop working and cause failure of the whole traditional conveyor based production line. Hence it would be better installing the sensing system to the robots if needed. To overcome the problem of limited sensing, external sensing is needed to guide the robots such that they can adapt to the environmental changes. With the development of sensing, computing and artificial intelligence technology, industrial robots expand their applications in advanced and complex areas. Product quality and throughput are greatly increased due to the modern technology advancement. Mean-while more and more workers are released from dull, dirty, dangerous and hazardous working environments. However, robots in assembly processes are still a small portion of the total robot sale. Robotic assembly is challenging because it consists of environmental contacting and part mating that require the robots with high autonomy and adaptability to the environments. Currently, successful implementations of robotic assembly generally depend on generous clearance that are larger than the accumulated errors caused by the parts variations, fixtures, sensing, grasping and robotic systems etc. Thus, the assembly failure arises when the clearance is reduced to a range less than the accumulated errors.
Advanced sensing technology, control methodology and robot learning technology provide manufacturing automation with solutions to conquer the robotic assembly challenges. Computer vision and force sensing can be integrated into the robotic system to compensate the accumulated errors. Advanced vision systems are proposed to deal with part positioning errors in different applications [2] , [3] . The force/torque techniques are utilized to sense and compensate the accumulated errors by "feeling" the assembling parts. Recently, based on the development of force based control [4] and force guided control [5] , assembly process control techniques are proposed [6] . The whole assembly process is typically divided into two stages, searching and insertion. Force guided spiral/circular searching methods are designed to compensate the accumulated positioning errors and hoping/perturbation techniques are proposed to accomplish the insertion processes. These methods are proven to be effective in some automotive assembly tasks; however, they are sensitive to the control parameters. Improper parameters will cause failure of the assembly processes. Because of the accumulated errors are different from part to part and batch to batch, real time parameter adjustment is necessary, but very challenging.
Due to the demanding requirements of modern manufacturing and the limitations of conventional industrial robots, intensive human labors are involved in robot programming and teaching etc.
Because the "child" robot has limited sensing systems, we proposes to utilize an "adult" robot to teach it. There are mainly two challenges in realizing teaching and learning in the robotic assembly. The first one is highly autonomous robot teaching and supervising performed by camera-inmobile autonomous industrial mobile manipulator(AIMM) [7] . AIMMs ("adult" robots) combine the advantages of mobile platforms with industrial robots and own high manipulability and mobility. With a camera in hand, AIMMs can fulfill all the limitations of camera-in-hand [8] and camerato-hand [9] configurations. However, the existing research about AIMM is mainly focused on performing specific tasks such as transferring the materials [10] or performing simple assembly on a moving production line [11] . The calibration between a robot and its environment is needed. To teach a "child" robot how to move to the exact position, the AIMM must identify the relationship between the "child" robot and the mating parts, which requires object identification, communication and complex geometrical calculation. The second one is of "child" robot learning. Once a "child" robot receives commands from an "adult" robot, how the "child" robot executes the commands and performs an assembly task? Because of the uncertainties of the part locations, the "child" robot must have the capability to adapt to the variations.
To make a robotic system have teaching and learning capabilities, the following problems have to be considered: (a) how to enable an "adult" robot to have the ability to teach a "child" robot? (b) how can a "child" robot adapt to the environmental change with limited sensing systems?
Answers to the question is not readily available in today's literature. In this paper we investigate these problems and propose solutions:
• develop an "adult" robot with sensors and teaching capability to teach a "child" robot to understand its surrounding environments; • explore a new method for a "child" robot to adapt to the environmental changes. To overcome these two challenges, this paper investigates autonomous robot teaching and force controlled assembly methods. Some experimental results are presented and discussed. Future research directions are presented. The proposed methods will provide research directions in complex robot learning and optimization.
II. PROPOSED SOLUTION
Computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided manufacturing (CAM) are widely used in manufacturing automation. A virtual robot manufacturing cell is typically built using software simulation packages such as ROBCAD and RobotStudio. New techniques and processes can be tested and fine-tuned in the virtual environments. The robot programs and work cell performance can be verified and evaluated. However, there always exist unmodeled factors and uncertainties after a real robot manufacturing cell is installed. Thus to transfer the virtually tested program into the real robotic work cell, a teaching process is performed to establish the relationship between the virtual system and the real robotic work cell by manual tuning and calibration. Since a robot is typically lack of adaptability to the environmental changes, the teaching processes have to be performed again and again.
Some researchers studied the robot teaching problem and their solutions are either eye-to-hand [9] or eye-in-mobile [12] . Precise calibration between a camera and a robot tool is needed to guide the robot to perform assembly tasks, which is difficult to apply and lack of generality. Therefore, we propose a method to use an "adult" robot (AIMM) to teach a "child" robot (the robot in a work cell) such that the manual teaching process can be eliminated. Figure 2 presents an "adult" robot and several "child" robots. The "Adult" robot will move around to teach "child" robots if needed. The "child" robots do not need to carry to many sensors to sense the surroundings which will greatly reduce the possibilities of failure. The "Adult" carries some sensors and complex learning algorithm to understand the problems of "child" robots and make decisions about how to teach "child" robots. The human teaching process is based on the sensing and reasoning abilities of human beings. When teaching a robot, we move around and receive visual information from different view angles and distance in order to better understand the relationship between the robot and workpieces. Our brains make decisions based on our observations. After that, we teach the robot how to move using a teach pedant. The "adult" robot should have similar capabilities to the human operators. Figure 3 gives a brief illustrative example for the "Adult"-"Child" enabled force controlled robotic assembly process. In this process, a "child" robot is capable of performing force controlled assembly. However, abnormality such as low FTT rate may happen for some reason. The robot needs to be taught in order to adapt these changes. For safety consideration, the production line must be stopped if human operator walks into the manufacturing cell. To solve this issue, an "adult" robot is sent to guide and reposition the "child" robot. This process requires three subtasks: autonomous navigation, autonomous mobile manipulation and robot coordination capabilities.
In manufacturing process, there are many variations and uncertainties, such as part, environment and system. A "Child" must have capabilities to adapt to changes and uncertainties. Hence a force controlled intelligent method is proposed. A general frame work of the proposed solution is illustrated in Figure 4 . In summary the following research tasks must be investigated in order to make an "adult" robot to teach "Child" robots and a "Child" robot adapt to the changes and uncertainties.
• An "adult" robot must have the capability to sense the environment; • An "adult"robot must have the capability to make decisions based on observations; • An "adult" robot must be able to accelerate the teaching process in order to increase the teaching efficiency; • A "child" robot must have the capability to adapt to uncertainties.
In the following, we will propose different methods to deal with these problems. The paper will focus on the mobile manipulation and robot coordination problems.
A. Repositioning the Vision System
The "Adult" mobile robot moves on the ground. The Kinect sensor, together with the monocular vision camera is used to guide the robot. If there is no slip, the kinematic model isẋ
where x c , y c is the rotation center, θ is the robot yaw angle, and u, v are the linear and angular speeds. The point to point steering problem for such system has been studied by many researchers. If the desired position is known and the observation is accurate enough, it is possible to plan a trajectory connecting the two states and drive the mobile base to the target position. The difficulty arises in two aspects: the kinect is not accurate for detecting further object and the integrated system odometry is not accurate. Therefore, it is impossible to plan such a trajectory either offline or online.
To solve the problem, instead of directly controlling the segway trajectory, we propose to track the target object distance and azimuth which can be obtained directly through the following equation:
This two variables can be updated during the control process and becomes more and more accurate when the AIMM is approaching the target. The system control diagram is shown in Figure 5 . The robot and the sensing unit are seen as a black box and controlled continuously by using a PID controller. 
B. Sensing Environment:
The "adult" robot should move around to assist the "child" robots. Thus calibration between the "adult" robot and "child" robot is not realistic because the position and orientation of the "adult" robot could be different each time. Like human, the "adult" robot is equipped with vision systems to sense the environments. The states to be identified are S = {Δx, Δy, Δγ}, which are the position/orientation errors between the robot tool and workpiece in the robot coordinate frame. Thus the "adult" robot should be able of dealing with uncalibrated sensing information and uncertainties in order to send correct commands to the "child" robot.
C. Reasoning Based on Observations and Uncertainties:
At each step, the "adult" robot must be able to observe the current states and make decisions to control the "child" robot using the uncalibrated and uncertain observation results. Hence the teaching problem can be modeled as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) [13] , [14] with a tuple {S, A, O, T, Z, R, γ}, where S is the state set; A is the action set; O is the observation set; T is the transition function; Z is the observation function; R is the reward function and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor. Due to the uncalibrated sensing and noise, real values of the states are difficult to obtain. A discretization method is usually used to overcome the difficulty of the continuous states. To decrease the system dimensionality, we divided the states into two categories: offset sign S s and offset value S v . Since the offset values can be observed, a pure POMDP problem is converted into a Mixed Observability MDP(MOMDP) one. The states are now denoted by
The action is denoted by
which consists of action directions and values.
The following relation can then be used to estimate the real states by observing the actions and its responses:
y k+1 ≈ ks k+1 (6) k is the coefficient between vision units and robot unit. It is easy to verify that
Thus, the action is necessary to enhance the observations and more actions and observations can improve the confidence of the observation results. The belief state can be used to encode historical information which is the conditional probability density of the current state x k ;
where (s s , b s v ) . The objective is to find a policy π consisting of a sequence of functions π = {μ 0 , μ 1 , ···}, where each function μ k maps the information vector I k onto the action space A, that minimize the value function
where g : S × A → R is the one-step cost function and E denotes the possible expectation in T steps. The optimal value function is defined by
D. Learning to Accelerate Teaching Process:
The "adult" robot should learn how to perform a teaching process fast and successful.Therefore it should know the decision in each state which is called the optimal policy. The policy π in MOMDP can be expressed using value functions V (s s , b s v ) that specifies the expected total reward of executing policy π starting from (s s , b s v ). Sondik [15] has shown that the finite time horizon value function is piecewise linear and convex (PWLC) and that the infinite time horizon value function can be approximated arbitrary closely by a PWLC function. For MOMDP, there is
The improved Successive Approximations of the Reachable Space under Optimal Policies(SARSOP) [16] can be used to find the optimal policies of the automated teaching problem.
E. Force Controlled Intelligent Method
There are many uncertainties and changes in a manufacturing process, such as part variations, environmental changes and system uncertainties. These issues will cause a "child" robot failure to perform assembly tasks. Hence we propose a force controlled intelligent assembly method to make a "child" robot deal with these problems. Figure 6 . A force sensor is installed on a "child" robot and contact force/torque is measured. Compared to the desired contact force, the force error is calculated. Using a damping factor, the force error is converted to a velocity error which is used to make change to the robot reference velocity which will control the motion of a "child" to have a good contact during an assembly process. Even though force control can keep a "child" robot compliant with the environment, it can not deal with part location uncertainties. Hence we propose a searching method to overcome this problem.
While a "child" robot make good contact with the environment using force control, the robot tool will move in a small range to search for a right location to perform an assembly.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. "Adult" Robot
An autonomous industrial mobile manipulator is developed using a Segway RMP400 mobile robot and ABB IRB200 Industrial Manipulator as shown in Figure 7 . This robot is used as an "adult" robot to teach a "child" robot. 
B. Repositioning On-board Sensors
When the robot approaches the "child" robot, the robot is switched into target orientated navigation mode. Figure  8 shows one of the experimental results. Figure 8(a) shows histories of the robot yaw angle and the object view angle. Clearly we can see that the robot adjusted its yaw angle to stabilize the object view angle. The final error is about 0.02rad. = Figure 8(b) shows the distance between Kinect sensor and the target object. This distance finally converges to the value of the destination. Compared to the precalibrated position, the error is about 9mm. These errors are caused by the noises and uncertainties in the visual sensing devices and the mobile robot kinematics. After repositioning, the "adult" robot is able to see the hole. An image captured by the industrial camera is shown in Figure 9 . With this image, it is able to guide the "child" robot. 
C. Robot Teaching and Learning
An assembly system with force control is also developed as shown in Figure 10 . A valve assembly process is set up. The developed "adult" robot platform and "child" robot platform are used to perform experiments to validate the proposed methods. The "adult" robot will send commands via wireless communication to the "child" robot and observe its coordinate change. With this "action & observation" method, the "adult" robot can identify the "child" robot's tool coordinate configuration. With this knowledge, the "adult" robot will send correct offset commands and teach the "child" robot how to move. In order to estimate the current states from the uncalibrated and noisy observations, the sensor and environment models will be built and formulated into a parametrical MOMDP model. The optimal policy search process will be based on such model by applying the SARSOP algorithm. The goal is to help the "child" to find the correct location fast and reliable. Once finding the optimal policy, experiments can be performed to evaluate its performance. Figure 11 shows a typical teaching and learning process.
The "child" robot starts from a random position which is far away from correct assembly hole. There is no precise calibration and the "Adult" robot also have no 3D information about the peg and hole. With the proposed MOMDP based algorithm, the "Adult" robot firstly command the "child" robot to move in random directions and observe the changes. With the accumulation of information, the agent is able to identify the actual tool configuration and directly teach the "child" robot to the correct initial assembly position. As shown in Figure 11 (g), it is clearly seen that there are learning and teaching stages. From these experiments, it is concluded that the proposed methods realize autonomous robot teaching and learning. The proposed "Adult" and "Child" robot concept has great potential in the future.
IV. CONCLUSION
Improving robotic system performance receives more and more attention. In this paper, we proposed a robot learning method and force controlled assembly method. A concept of "adult" and "child" robots has been proposed. An "adult" robot has advanced sensing system to sense the states of a "child" robot and learning capability to make decisions about how to guide a "child" robot. To deal with changes and uncertainties in assembly tasks, a "child" robot is enabled by the force controlled intelligent assembly strategy. Two research platforms have been developed to validate the proposed methods, an "adult" robot platform based on a mobile robot and a "child" robot with force control. Some preliminary results show the proposed method is quite promising in robot learning and assembly with uncertainties. Future work will focus on performing experiments and improving the proposed methods to make them more effective.
